
Aesthetic emotion and
long-term ad effects
Chuck Young, Ameritest, argues that the most effective ads are those that
generate both emotional and rational thoughts, just like any other work of art

THERE IS A fundamental distinc-
tion between the kinds of emotion
we experience in our daily lives

and the kinds of emotion produced by a
work of art. If advertising is an art, like
music and poetry, painting and photogra-
phy, novels and film, a discussion of the
nature of effective advertising must deal
with the experience of aesthetic emotion.

In life, thought and emotion usually
come to us separately. In art, they are
fused. The emotions generated in the
audience by the work are there by design.
The thoughts evoked in the audience by
the work are there also by design. What is
it exactly that a fine work of art does? It
creates meaningful emotion. That is the
definition of aesthetic emotion - it is
meaningful emotion, where feeling and
thinking come together.

Robert McKee, a famous Hollywood
scriptwriting consultant, writes about the
'epiphanies' of storytelling: 'In short, a
story well told gives you the very thing
you cannot get from life: meaningful
emotional experience. In life, experiences
become meaningful with reflection in
time. In art, they are meaningful now, at
the instant they happen' (i).

McKee goes on to talk about the impor-
tance of the 'controlling idea' for a film:
'one clear, coherent sentence that express-
es a story's irreducible meaning'. In terms
of advertising, it's the idea that organises
emotions generated by an ad.

Knowing the controlling idea for a
film is critical for making editing deci-
sions. What is the criterion by which the
director decides that a precious scene is
unnecessary, or too much? No matter
how delightful, well written or superbly
acted it is, if a scene does not advance the
story, if it does not help express the con-
trolling idea, it violates the artistic integri-
ty of the work and should be left on the
cutting-room floor. In advertising terms,
the controlling idea for a creative execu-
tion is the strategy.

Much of the current discussion on the
topic of emotional advertising versus
rational advertising implies that an effec-

tive ad can be one type or the other. But an
ad that creates an emotional charge with-
out a thought attached, or that conveys a
thought without an emotion attached,
cannot be effective - either without the
other lacks meaning. Effective advertising
builds brands by making products and
services meaningful to consumers' lives.

It is simply not enough, for instance, to
try to determine ad effectiveness by sim-
ply measuring how 'enjoyable' an ad is.
The enjoyment of an ad can be created
cheaply through borrowed interest -
attracting attention by telling a joke that
has nothing to do with the brand - or it
can be accomplished through the hard
creative work of dramatising an emotion-
al idea that illuminates a core brand value.

Emotion that is organised by thought
is like the idea of working energy in
physics - it is the emotion generated by
the ad that is on strategy. Aesthetic emo-
tion, in a sense, can be thought of as the
working emotion of an ad - the emotion
that's put to work to build a brand.

An experiment in long-term ad
effects
To better understand how emotion works
in television advertising, we recently
asked Unilever to participate in one of
our research and development efforts.
Our purpose was to study in detail how a
set of TV commercials had worked over a
long period of time to build a successful
image for one of Unilever's brands. With
their cooperation, we conducted the fol-
lowing simple experiment.

In selecting a brand for study we had
two criteria. First, we wanted a heavily
advertised brand that was successful in
the marketplace, so that we could reason-
ably infer from the brand's success that, at
least on average, the advertising had
indeed been effective. Second, we wanted
an established brand, not a new product;
one that had been around for a middling
length of time so that it would be practi-
cal to re-test a major portion of the
brand's early advertising history.

The brand that we chose against these

criteria was Degree deodorant. It was
launched in the US approximately a
decade before this study was conducted
and is currently the number two brand in
its category, still gaining market share.

From the historical reel of advertising
for Degree, we chose eight previously
aired television commercials for this
research. These commercials represented
a significant span of the early advertising
history of this brand. Importantly, at the
time of this test, all of these commercials
had been off air for five years or more, so
what we were studying were the residual
long-term effects of this advertising.

For our experiment, we interviewed
300 consumers. The design of the
research was quite simple. Respondents
were divided into two test cells of 150
respondents, which were matched in
terms of demographics and brand usage.

The first cell replicated a campaign
pre-test, where respondents were shown
all eight commercials together and then
questioned, using picture sorts, about the
parts of the commercials that made them
'think' as well as the parts that made
them 'feel'.

The second cell replicated a campaign
post-test or tracking study. Respondents
were not shown any advertising at all.
Instead, they were shown only the pic-
tures from these old ads to probe the
residual imagery that remained linked to
the brand in their long-term memories.

By comparing results from the two
cells using the common picture-sorting
methodology we were able to measure
directly whether the thinking parts or the
feeling parts of the commercials had con-
tributed more over time to building the
image of the brand.

Measuring the campaign
imagery in the pre-test
To represent the visual content of these
eight ads we drew a sample of 98 image
frames from the advertising. Because we
wanted to use the same pictures in the
second de-branded tracking cell, this set
of pictures excluded images that identi-
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fied the brand, such as pack shots or visu-
als containing the brand name, logo, tag
line or other explicit brand identifiers.

After respondents first performed our
standard 'Flow of Attention' (FOA) sort,
where they were asked to sort the images
based on those they remembered and
those they didn't, they were asked to sort
pictures they remembered on two addi-
tional dimensions of response to the
advertising. First, they sorted based on
how much each image from the eight
commercials made them think as they
watched the commercial. The pictures
were sorted into five ratings categories
ranging from 'made me think a lot' to 'did
not make me think at all'. Next, respon-
dents sorted based on how much each
image made them feel as they watched
the commercial, from 'made me feel a lot'
to 'did not make me feel at all'.

As we began our analysis of the data,
we quickly discovered that the ratings of
thinking and feeling were highly correlat-
ed, which is perhaps not surprising in self-
report data - while consumers try to
unravel their thoughts and emotions,
they also attempt to reconstruct their
experience of an ad. Therefore, to create
independent measures for proper statisti-
cal analysis, we created two new variables.

First, we created a new variable by tak-
ing the sum of the two ratings, think plus
feel. This variable measures the total
response to images where consumers per-
ceived both a thought and an emotion in
their reactions to the ad. In a sense, this
variable measures the total intensity of
consumer response.

We created the second variable by tak-
ing the difference of the two ratings, think
minus feel. This variable measures con-
sumers' perceived imbalance in their
response to an image, either favouring
rational thought over emotional content
or the converse.

These two new variables are indeed
independent (r2=o.o6) and so, for the pur-
poses of our analysis, provided us with
meaningful consumer-based measures of
both the union and the separation of the

thinking and feeling that the consumer
experiences when watching commercials.

Measuring brand imagery in the
post-test
In the second cell, following the design of
a 'tracking' study, respondents were not
re-exposed to any of the test commercials.
The purpose here was to identify visual
images from the old advertising which,
five years after the last ad had aired, were
still linked in the minds of consumers to
the brand.

In this part of the study, the same 98
pictures used in the pre-test cell - as well
as an additional 20 control images from
other advertising - were used as a visual
vocabulary for probing current brand
image. The randomised deck of pictures
was sorted by consumers according to var-
ious criteria of brand association.

For example, to measure brand image,
consumers were asked to rate how well
each picture fitted with their perceptions
of the kind of person or situation that
they associated with the brand. Or, to
measure the fit with the brand's position-
ing in the marketplace, respondents were
asked to rate how well each visual fitted
with the strategic idea expressed in a sen-
tence describing the brand's long-term
unique selling proposition.

Thought and emotion come
together in a brand
For the next step in our experiment we
compared the picture ratings from the
campaign pre-test cell to the pictures asso-
ciated with the brand from the tracker
cell. What did we discover?

The images from the advertising cam-
paign that made consumers simultan-

eously both think and feel were much
more likely to be associated with the
brand's current image.

These same images also better fitted the
brand's positioning in the marketplace.

Images that engendered a thought
without an emotion, or an emotion with-
out a thought, were not associated with
the brand to any significant degree. You
can see this in the correlations between
the two sets of data shown in Table i.

The concepts of brand image and a
brand's positioning are the yin and yang
of classical brand theories. Brand image
was first popularised in the 1950s by
David Ogilvy, who described a brand in
terms of associations - the set of images,
emotions and experiences linked in the
mind of the consumer to a brand name. A
brand's positioning was described by
brand consultants Al Reis and Jack Trout
in the 1970s, in terms of the verbal con-
cepts that differentiate it within a rele-
vant frame of reference of competitors.

In the terms of modern psychology, a
brand's image is stored in the episodic
memory system, for that is where the
mind stores the sensory images and emo-
tions of personalised experience. In con-
trast, a brand's positioning is stored in the
semantic memory system, for that is the
part of the mind that deals with semantic
propositions and rational concepts.

At first blush it appears that these two
views of brands could not be further
apart. One is an emotional view of the
brand; the other is a rational view of the
brand. One has an inner-directed focus;
the other has an outer-directed focus.
Both views are undoubtedly correct.

This research finding shows that the
working parts of an ad are those that >•



express the dual nature of brands. When
advertising forges a link between these
two systems of the mind, thought and
feeling unite to form the meaning of the
brand.

The flow of audience attention
The importance of rhythmic structure is
well known to cognitive psychologists. In
conversation, for example, rhythm and
beat in language help us organise the
information in a face-to-face exchange to
avoid cognitive overload by focusing on
predictable, strategic moments to pay
attention. Importantly, researchers have
found that the beat of a conversation is
when speakers often convey key informa-
tion and bring up new topics.

For actors, a beat is an exchange of an
action/reaction in character behaviour. A
good actor might be described as 'not
missing a beat' in improvising a reaction
to an unexpected event in a play.

Robert McKee defines the 'beat' as the
smallest unit of film structure. In terms of
film storytelling, however, a beat is the
exchange between a director and the
audience as together they co-create the
meaning of the film.

In pre-testing television commercials
we measure the moment-by moment
flow of audience attention through the
film. The rhythmic appearance of peak
moments in the flow has been shown to
be highly predictive of commercial effec-
tiveness both in terms of overall break
through and branding. Describing the
best remembered moments from the film
in terms of visual 'peaks' is simply differ-
ent language for talking about the beat of
the film.

For those unfamiliar with this
Ameritest technique, our 'Picture Sorts'
diagnostics have been extensively validat-
ed against the report card measures of all
of the major copytesting systems used by
advertisers in the US. For example, the
FOA is one of the most powerful diagnos-
tics for the Millward Brown performance
measures comprising the Effectiveness
Index.

In a rough sense, the FOA might be
thought of as a much more nuanced and
powerful version of the traditional verba-
tim report of the creative elements that
'stand out' in the story of an ad. The
power of the FOA is that it is an aided,
rather than an unaided, measure of stand-
out that captures information from every
respondent about every discrete visual
element of an ad. This is particularly
important with creative imagery that

respondents have trouble verbalising.
Peak moments are the outcroppings of

the experience the audience has of the
commercial. What our experiment
shows is that these are the high points in
the ad for both thinking and feeling.
Audience attention is focused on the
most meaningful moments in the ad -
where thought and emotion combine.

An important function of memory is
that it enables us to forget. Given our lim-
ited capacity to keep important informa-
tion in our conscious mind we need this.
The valleys in the FOA are literally the
images that the audience has begun to
forget within 20 minutes of seeing the
commercial.

That is not to say that these other 'for-
gotten' moments in the commercial are
unimportant. They may be necessary for
the narrative build in the emotions and
thoughts created by the moving images,
or a set-up for a situation. Valleys in the
FOA are the scaffolding for the experience
that the audience has of the advertising,
which is then removed from memory
after the tower of meaning is constructed.

To see this, we can look at the results
from a question in our tracking experi-
ment where we asked consumers which
images they recognised ever having seen
in Degree's television advertising (see Fig-
ure i). From across the eight test commer-
cials, we took images from the peak
moments of audience attention, from the
valleys of attention and, as a control,
images that were never in Degree's adver-
tising, but were taken from other person-
al care product commercials.

As can be seen, images that lie on the
peak moments of the FOA are remem-
bered at significantly higher levels than
the 'false awareness' levels represented by
the control images. Non-peak images do
no better than the control images. In other
words, only images from the peaks are
stored in long-term memory.

In many marketing applications, the
Pareto principle applies; for example, the
idea that 20% of your products account
for 80% of your profits. We see here that
the 80/20 rule applies to advertising film
as well - the peak moments in the film do
the long-term work of building brand
image.

One interpretation this finding sug-
gests is that Picture Sort peaks identify
those moments in an ad where an intense
emotional experience has been created -
one that the mind of the consumer simul-
taneously stores in both the episodic and
the semantic parts of the brain. We might

say that meaning is created by mental
processes that 'map' our emotions onto
our thoughts. Aristotle wrote that 'the
soul never thinks without an image'. To
turn this thought on its head, this pattern
of findings suggests that an image unat-
tached to a thought cannot properly
transform into the meaning of the brand.

There are a number of practical impli-
cations from this simple experiment for
marketing practitioners. For instance, the
finding just reported has serious conse-
quences for tracking advertising aware-
ness, particularly as more and more
advertisers are moving to online, recogni-
tion-based measures of ad awareness. We
know from other in-house research that
even experienced researchers have a diffi-
cult time predicting what will be the FOA
peaks for the consumer. Yet if the wrong
imagery is chosen from the advertising to
create the awareness stimulus, using
images from the valleys instead of the
peak moments of the ad, online trackers
might seriously understate the true in-
market awareness of the advertising, and
hence the advertising ROI.

More generally, however, this experi-
ment questions the underlying assump-
tions that fuel the debate about emotion-
al advertising versus rational advertising.
We would argue that this debate is a red
herring. All effective television commer-
cials contain focused moments where
thought and emotion come together. In
literary terms, from the standpoint of
how advertising works to build a brand,
the consumer remembers the poetry and
discards the prose of the commercial
experience. •
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